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Part 1
Cutting

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

Two figures in the snowy distance are heading up the 
mountain. Behind them they leave their meandering trace, 
soon to be erased. The cold blew through them, cracking 
open their chests and pressing its lips to their lungs. The 
hike up to the top of this mountain was going to be harder 
than last season, but Graver had no choice. Their Apprentice 
looked to them seeking any sign of weakness, seeking any 
crack in that face in which to insert the suggestion of turning 
back. She found none. Feeling her reluctance and seeing 
a wish for warmth on her lips, Graver saw something of 
their younger self, but didn’t dwell on it. The two continued 
treading up the slope. It would be best to get to the stone 
and pitch camp before nightfall. 

There were no wolves to worry about, no bandits, no 
lurking terrors, just the ever-present cold. The appointed 
stone, really just a section of the mountain jutting out amidst 
a few trees, had been scouted months before on horseback. 
But now horses were needed elsewhere, and so there were 
none to spare for the second trek.



Rays of icy sunlight brought blear to Apprentice’s eyes. 
Graver rarely opened their eyes at all. Hours later, heavy 
laden and heavily cloaked, the two arrived at the solitary 
stone. 

The stone was an imposing presence, taller than either of 
them. Oblong at its base, it tapered and turned south west at 
its round peak.

Apprentice quickly got to work and began clearing a 
circle around the stone. Meanwhile, Graver set to cutting 
branches from nearby trees to erect the scaffolding. 
Tradition dictated that the stone, if it were to be properly 
sanctified, must not be moved by human hands or artifice. 
So they had to carve the runes then and there. They tethered 
a lattice together, completing the workshop and shelter 
well after dark. With the help of Apprentice, they threw the 
tarpaulin over the structure and positioned the smoke hole 
roughly opposite the stone. Apprentice asked expectantly, 
“Shall I fetch Tapper?” and Graver nodded in affirmation. 

She pulled Tapper out half-rushed, half-reverent and 
handed it to Graver and then waited, hands folded. The 
artisan weighed the mallet in their hand searching for 
something. Seemingly satisfied, they swung it in the air 
several times forming a cross in the air. After sitting in 



silence for a short spell, they struck Tapper against the first 
of the shelter’s stakes. After all of them were sunk and the 
structure secure, Graver said, “Take Tapper to meet the 
stone. We’re going to need a fire.”

Once the fire was lit and gently warming a handful of 
snow in an iron pot, the pair sat to warm themselves briefly. 
Soon Graver became restless and motioned to Apprentice to 
finish the preparation. It was time to array the implements.

She took the tool bag and approached the stone at the 
other end of the enclosure, then glanced at Tapper on the 
ceremonial cloth. Apprentice looked down, removed Biter 
from the bag, and held it towards her teacher for blessing. 
Graver walked solemnly towards the stone and hummed 
their customary blessing, ending it with a shrill succession 
of shouts. They laid the flat, narrow chisel next to the mallet. 
Next, Apprentice removed a wider, serrated chisel from the 
sack. The elder artisan received the chisel Tooth with both 



hands, thumbing either end, and sedately placed the chisel 
next to Biter.

Apprentice removed Striker with a grunt, lifting its 
heft with both hands. Graver knelt above the hammer and 
uttered prayerful whispers upon it. They took the stout 
hammer in their hands and fingered its weathered faces. It 
was the only remaining tool from their own teacher’s tool 
bag, and they cherished it. Suddenly, they tossed Striker 
into the air, cut a quick jig, and grasped it, eyes closed. All 
seeming well with the tools, they set the large hammer next 
to Biter, Tooth, and Tapper.

Seeing her part in the offering was over, Apprentice set 
to cleansing the stone. Although it was selected in advance, 
the stone was still covered in frozen lichens, impudent 
mosses, and dirt. She first set about picking off what lichens 
and moss she could. Her hands became familiar with all the 
accretions the stone had grown, furry but ever so cold. After 
the stone face was mostly free of debris, she fetched the iron 
pot from the fire and brought it before the stone. With a 
coarse rag warm in her hands, Apprentice washed the rock, 
going through three potfuls of melted snow. With her work 
was complete, she presented the stone to her instructor, 
head bowed to conceal her pride.



Running their hands over the blank stone, the engraver 
envisioned the inscription in its finality, traced in harmony 
with the natural surface of the rock. The Twins of vision 
and memory laid out the rune plan before their eyes. Riders 
from warring nations crossed their vision, third generation 
grudges of smeared across the stone. The provided message, 
divine in origin, was etching itself before them. They knew 
the Twins were prescient, but they were also playful. Care 
was needed to remain present the past-and-future trance 
so as to not fall for their capers. Graver read each phrase 
in the scintillating vision to check its accuracy, catching 
only several spots the Twins had their way, “bastard son” 
instead of “bastard sword” and “libidinous” in place of 
“libelous.” Several passages contained prophecy vital to the 
patron, but obscure to the artisan. Having long ago cast off 
meddling with the affairs of gods and rulers, Graver set the 
worry to the side and resumed examining the stone surface. 
Subtle contours in the stone provided room for pause and 
emphasis in the text. It would be a truly majestic runestone.

But the Twins had more to share than the usual insight. 
Graver was pulled in by the Twins and saw the stone’s past 
and future in layered time. They saw rise up the stone’s 
anarchic past, where it jutted from the earth with angular 
peculiarities, and its gentle future, where it was worn down 
into a pliant blob. The twin visions diverged further and 



further, becoming irreconcilable and fragmentary. Graver 
returned to the now stone, smooth but imposing. 

They opened their eyes and released a sigh. Apprentice’s 

gaze was heavy on them. They were gone longer than 
expected.

Tired from the day’s travel and their planning trance, 
the artisan opened their rucksack and rolled out their mat. 
It was time to rest for tomorrow’s task of carving. Although 
the artisan fell asleep almost instantly, the younger woman 
dwelled on the week’s journey. The land had changed subtly 
since the initial scouting of the stone. Taverns were flush 
with patrons, but oddly hushed. She was still trying to accept 
the ways of the shifting world. Rather than fret about the 
schemes of humankind, her energy would be better spent on 
rest for the coming task. Runes would have purer influence 
on the world, reinscribing and translating arcane power. 



That was the general theory of runics, at least.

She wondered how they could sleep so easily. Eventually 
the day’s heavy footsteps caught up to her, and she fell to 
sleep as well.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

Carving is pointed time, cutting eons of significance into 
stone. Ever chisel chunk represented myriad rotations of the 
sun and endless torrents of rain. Runes are signals for the 
world weary, shallow dips into the far future. 

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

The text, several short lines in the classic style 
punctuated with prayers to Yngvi and Ullr, was laid out 
before them in a wax sketch. The area for the conclusion was 
left blank, for Graver would read the final stone and descry 
the appropriate blessing.

A spark of rock, the flashing memory of its liquid state. 
They lifted a sodden rag to the surface and cleared away 
the dust. Gently they set their face against the inscription, 
feeling its heat, whispering a prayer, savoring a respite 
from the labor. Apprentice watched, trying to not let awe 
overcome attention to detail and eclipse the anticipation 
of their needs. Deep incisions were made by Striker upon 



tooth, while Tapper drove the more subtle marks. She held 
either tool at the ready and paid close attention to each 
strike and stroke.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

Having long outgrown her old birchbark copy 
book, apprentice sat with her back to the fire, filling in the 
mannaz ᛗ on her arm with freshly mixed ink. Graver was 
in a deep sleep, exhausted from the day’s labor. The slight 
pain distracted her mind from speculation on her teacher’s 
thoughts. Covering her flesh with every rune thrice over 
was required to become a calligraver, and each one required 
her full concentration. But Graver’s distance following 
the prolonged stone vision was still troubling her. During 
carving, the teacher normally shared glosses for the text or 
insight into the runes, but this time they had been silent. 

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

The stone’s face was now almost entirely grooved with 
runes. Looking upon their day’s progress, Apprentice felt her 
spirit renewed.

Graver turned away from the nearly complete inscription 
and told Apprentice, “Tomorrow we will finish and wash 
the inscription. Rest now.” However, as usual, she was not 
anxious to sleep and tried to pry conversation out of Graver. 



“Teacher, what’s this mountain we’re on?”

Geography was an important subject to runics, along 
with geology. Where potent rocks rested and what rocks 
could be inscribed was vital to a successful inscription.

The teacher shared, “This mountain range and the land 
around it is part of the Young Kingdom. Long ago, after The 
Mother had drawn her oceans and sculptured her lands, she 
grew tired. The world, though it was fresh and young, had 
aged her, setting grooves upon her face. Placing every tree 
and stone in its particular place had taken much longer than 
she imagined. Now become The Crone, she was exhausted 
from her labors and sought a place to rest and grow young 
again. She laid her head far north of here and stretched her 
legs out to the southeast. She slept like a rock. Right now, 
you and I, we are sitting on The Crone’s left breast. Now, 
follow her example.” 

Satisfied and stifling a giggle, Apprentice turned on her 
side, imagining herself safe upon the breast of The Mother.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

The low fire and wafty morning light mixed. The young 
apprentice’s fingers and toes were wingeing. Although 
her job was only to assist to Graver, her limbs ached from 



holding, fetching, and cleaning the tools. Thankfully today 
would see the completion of the runestone and their 
departure.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

“By the request of the Low House, and at the urging of Ullr 
and all the gods, I, Rowan the Calligraver, inscribed this.”

With bindrunes for both “Low House” and “Rowan the 
Calligraver” the great work was nearly complete. All that 
remained was the closing phrase. Graver stood in silent 
contemplation for a moment and thought over the content 
and context. They chose to conclude the text with a six-rune 
palindromic phrase, ᛊᚢᛖᚢᛊ, sueus, or “horse,” spelled in 
both directions. This cunning postscript would represent 
the wide domain of the Low House, nod to the dedication, 
and offer a personal response to the Twin’s bidirectional 
vision. Running forwards and backwards at the same time. 
The calligraver alternated runes first cutting the first and 
the last, then cutting the second and next-to-last. Graver 
hesitated just before letting Tapper fall upon the final letter 
ehwaz ᛖ. The twinned vision recurred, flashing before them, 
showing the doubled runestone growing back to its youth, 
dwindling towards its senility. Everything felt like it was 
being pulled apart.



Weary of the Twin’s trickery, the aged calligraver struck 
through the vision, seeking true. An ominous clack-clack 
resounded from their single strike, and the vision dissolved. 
The dust settled and chips of rock fell, revealing the gods’ 
cruel prank. Arms crossed defiantly, there stood a mannaz 

Vulgar, meaning “we are.” Graver knelt instead of collapsing 
and began stowing the implements immediately. To their 
right, Apprentice felt her newly inked mannaz throb. Had 
they both fallen into some trap? The return trip would 
provide ample for both time to reflect. For now, the error 
was set in stone.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

The tarpaulin stowed and camp disassembled, they 
were nearly ready to depart. Eager to be done with the 
runestone, the pair quickly set about making a rubbing of 
the stone. Apprentice climbed to the top of it with a delicate 
roll of paper in hand and unfurled it down toward Graver. 

ᛗ, in place of the intended rune, 
ehwaz ᛖ.

The otherwise perfect 
runestone now concluded with an 
ominous, ᛊᚢᛗᚢᛊ, sumus.

Graver stood in a daze. They 
had been deceived. “Sumus.” It 
wasn’t the local tongue. It was 



She held it still while they rubbed the lead, rubbing around 
each rune and phrase with care. Coming to the unintended 
final phrase, they traced the runes in the order they were 
inscribed. Upon reaching that ill-begotten mannaz, Graver 
hesitated. They instructed Apprentice to move the sheet 
several inches up and to the left and borrowed an ehwaz 
from another word. The mistake would stay between the 
pair as long as they could keep it that way.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

Regnant Dowager Muire commissioned this stone on the 

breast of Cailleach in memory of Astrid who was taken. She 

was the most skillful rider in Hadeland. May her wandering 

soul find moorage in this stone. May her soul look for the mark 

of Yngvi: ingwaz-ingwaz-ingwaz. By the request of the Low 

House, and at the urging of Ullr and all the gods, I, Rowan the 

Calligraver, inscribed this.

SUEUS.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭

ᛊᚢᛖᚢᛊ

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭



Part 2
Binding

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

Hours of crunching mud, and that foreign palindrome 
was still in their head. ᛊᚢᛗᚢᛊ, ᛊᚢᛗᚢᛊ. Sumus, sumus. We 
are, we are. We are what? Who are we? The Twins could 
speak out of the side of any mouth, let alone their own two. 

They had ten more days in their return trip to the 
capital where they would offer the runestone rubbing to 
the Conciliator of the Low House. Below the frost there still 
remained the mucky earth, each pothole filled with foulness. 
If only the cold would penetrate the earth and keep the 
loathsome ground solid. Clear skies, however, kept Graver 
from cursing too loud.

The runehand let her mind wander. She was carrying 
the rubbing of the runestone, but did not concern herself 
with the deception it contained. Hiding the change from 
the Conciliator was inconsequential. It was the gods that 
worried her and, she thought, Graver. Apprentice kept seeing 
the ᛖ turn into a flashing ᛗ. Her study tattoo had grown 
inflamed, now red, raised, defiant. She knew no Vulgar. 
She only really knew one story about the Twins, one her 
mother’s parent told her.



᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

Long ago, before the age of people, the Twins were playing in 

the first forest. Twin Vision was teaching Twin Memory the 

string game. First they showed them “the witch’s broom,” “the 

candle thief,” and finally “fish in the dish.” Twin Memory was 

enchanted by their sibling’s new tricks, for they loved tricks as 

well. Memory remembered they had a string in their hand and 

began to conjure up shapes of their own. Wanting to invent 

their own new trick, they pulled and pulled into the past. Not 



to be outdone, however, Vision pulled their string into the 

future.

In the same forest, on the same day, a giant was taking a 

stroll. The big creature encountered some strings pulled tight 

between two trees. They thought that it was a trap set by 

a hunter and became angry. Giant took hold of the strings 

and started to pull. In their far-off places, Twins Vision and 

Memory felt a tug. The string around their fingers was getting 

tighter and tighter. Giant kept pulling until a mound of string 

piled behind them. The Twins pulled back with all their might, 

but their nimble finger were no match for the giant’s might. 

In great distress, the Twins mouthed for help, stacking many 

runes on top of one another. Eventually they came to the rune 

naudiz ᚾ and stacking three, their “great need” cut the strings. 

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

At first the changes were minor, an empty hovel or a 
wandering cow. But soon the two travelers came upon 
abandoned fields and unpeopled hamlets. The human hush 
they encountered a week ago was now in nature as well. 
Even the marsh-tits were silent. If plague, it consumed the 
bodies. If war, it called both young and old. If invasion, the 
victor took no spoils. It was difficult to believe that this was 
the way they had come by. 



᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

Coming upon a Milkvetch, the younger companion 
was on the verge of complaining. Instead she requested a 
walking story. “Calligraver, will you walk and talk? Share a 
word with every step?”

Rowan had been deep in thought and barely heard. Their 
reflections were unfruitful, so they decided to humor the 
runehand with a story.

“It’s said the runes were created by The Mother in her 
wild youth. Genetrix overflowing with divine lust, she 
created an outlet for her desire. She put her fingers between 
her legs, and with ecstatic stroke after ecstatic stroke upon 
her futh (ᚠᚢᚦ), she rubbed the Futhark (ᚠᚢᚦᚬᚱᚴ) into 
being.”

Many paces later, they found a farmhouse with its front 
entrance open, shutters loose in the wind. Hailing the place 
the both knew to be empty with a weak “Ay,” Graver had the 
runehand fasten the shutters while they started a meager 
fire. 

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

The early calligravers drew inspiration from the wind and 

water. Wind can soften even the hardest rock, and water can 



carve a wending way through stone. Some calligravers set 

up spouts to drip droplet runes into the earth. Others blew 

on boulders for eons to sculpt them just so. Now that the lives 

of people are cut shorter, they must make use of the metal 

implements.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

After several days of pitching camp in empty farmhouses 
and miserable hovels, they spotted chimney smoke in the 
distance. The cottage was small, which meant it might also 
be warm. The two quickened their steps and marched up 
to the door. Graver rapped their knuckles on the door twice 
and said, “I, Calligraver Rowan, seek shelter for myself and 
Runehand Wynn.”

An elder opened the door a crack and a creak. They 
looked ragged and pale. Graver was able to arrange staying 
the night in exchange for carving a prayer. The elder 
provided them with a small wooden slat, and once Graver 
was finished, the two were welcomed inside. They both fell 
asleep quickly in the warmth, asking no questions of their 
host.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

In days bygone, the Blank One walked among the empty 

stones and uttered the Wet Word. The stones opened and 



let forth the world waters. The Blank One had never known 

exertion before, so a single bead of sweat appeared on their 

brow. The frozen air turned that sweat into the coldest grain. 

The Blank One took the water stone between two fingers and 

squished the middle. It became the rune ᚺ, haglaz, “hail.” Then 

they went below the waters.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

When they awoke, their host was in a  deep sleep, 
clutching the prayer token. Graver wanted to ask the elder 
what had happened to all the others, but they couldn’t find 
the words. Assistant doubted if their host would wake up. 
Her head felt dull and empty from the uneventful trip. And 
like most empty heads, it was starting to get filled up with 
wild conjecture. They departed and continued the journey.



It began hailing on the twelfth day of twelfth day of 
travel. The increasingly foul weather deepened the furrows 
in Graver’s brow. Following the icy road, the two travelers 
came to a crossroads where they would head north. 

At the crossroads they found two forms bound to a pole. 
It was a sacrifice. One could tell by the ceremonial cord used 
in the knots and the bells on the bite of the rope. The body 
on the left was bound by their hands, waist, and feet to the 
pole, with their head and knees jutting out. The other body 
looked like it had partially broken free. Their legs and waist 



were free, but now frozen straight in a failed jump away 
from the pole. The hands remained bound, twisted and dark. 
Both heads sunk down to the ground.

By now the runehand had grown uneasy of observing 
the figures, but her teacher was still taking in the details, 
trying to discern if this was a bad omen for their return. It 
was impossible to tell. The first half of the trip had offered 
sufficient misgivings. The calligraver told themselves that 
both bodies were nothing more than tokens in a gods’ game. 

But all life was a gods’ game. The bound pair stuck 
in Graver Rowan’s head, joining the Vulgar palindrome. 
“ᛊᚢᛗᚢᛊ,” the dead intoned.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭



ᚾᚨᛉᛁᛋ ᚠᚢᚲᚲ ᛟᚠᚠ

nazis fuck off
 i started writing bindrunes knowing that runes have been 
coopted/used by many ethnocentric racist groups. while you 
may not find racist connotations in most new age rune literature, 
the truth is most “rune magic” hasn’t divested itself of those 
beliefs and usually just tries to avoid the subject of european 
ethnonationalism instead of confronting it
 for myself, runes represent a tradition of writing that 
is highly stylized, yet its aesthetic subtlties and its storytelling 
potential are neglected in favor of obscurantism (rune magic) or 
hate (nazis and fascist politics).
 i wanted to embark on a reflection of writing, and rather 
than exploring a writing system from another culture i have 
no connection to, such as mayan hieroglyphs or the minoan 
syllabary, i chose runes despite the above connotations so as to 
not be appropriative.
i hope you enjoy it so far.
much thanks,

tyler
november 2017



Part 3
Ecstasy

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

a murmured invocation

 i was chased to this cave by shepherds, and now the same 
shepherds run from my green skin. danger will lead you to salvation 
until it kills you. famine shuns me. i am not mitigated by any 
cultivation. nettles grow here no matter what happens. i eat midges 
before they eat me. life is covered all over in death. the trappings of 
life are death. i used to throw rocks at men to maintain solitude. now 
my wrinkled dugs and gale-parched face keep them away. i was never 
beautiful. but now i’m green from a diet of nettles and wind. my jaw 
was always as twisted as this grotto. death defies us. as living things 
we defy the tug of it. i see it there. skulls fall from the heavens, but the 
flocks are not hurt. each tooth on each skull a sheep sunk down in the 
jaw. and the jaws extend out and take the farmers and laborers up to a 
floating hell. the sharp teeth of the nettle guard food. its bitterness is a 
comfort, boiled in my low fire.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

a demon approaches

 the devil god appeared before me. their hoof feet hovered 
above the hoarfrost. their tail the the tail of an ass, their hide the hide 
of a bison. they exhaled sweltering hot air with every pant through 
their wolf-teeth, badger-nose face. the air was fully happening, full of 



thick breath. behind them i saw heath devouring heath. i took the devil 
god whole. i took that beast inside me, held it between my legs as it 
tried to grind me into the dirt. 

 the devil god brought forth its emissaries. i take the first, the 
god of the eye lust, i take that one in my mouth and hold it there. the 
other is the foul demon swelling, and i hold it in both hands. the devil 
god bellows in the daylight, its sounds casting a shadow to the east. 
the elongated darkness withers the grasses and shrubs. my mouth 
cannot but help exhale the foul sticky breath. eye lust god enters my 
eyes and my vision starts to be eclipsed. i count the hairs on the devil 
god’s chest, keeping track with my toes. under the hair i see a mass 
of emerald and sapphire beetles crawling over each other, biting each 
other. an emerald one bites another emerald one, breaking its shell. 
it issues the most languid ichor, all glimmering black. the 88th hair is 
golden. i bite hard into the eye lust god, and it squeezes between my 
teeth. its unctuousness is saccharine tanged. eye god lust’s darkness 
begins its procession across my sight. i keep gazing at the devil god’s 
golden strand. sulfurous saliva flows down my neck to my bosom, 
pooling at my feet, lewdness gathering in the dust.  hammer and 
tongue, my cunt becomes a carnelian chalice overflowing. “Nerthuz 
will lead the devils into her bosom. she will hold them with her thighs 
until they wither away.” 





 for 3 days i held the devil god inside me while my vision was 
gradually eclipsed by lust. my loins were a heath blasted by lust. my 
abdomen was tumescent with their moonlight. my parts were swollen 
with their clear ichor. aching with perfidy, my thighs began to shake. 
my vision began to lose all color, the world graying out. my hands 
began to ache. i begged under the sign of the hammer for strength, but 
none came. demon swelling overflows in my hands. my grip relaxes. 
my jaw slackens. my vision is eclipsed further and further by lust eye 
god. i don’t let go of the sight of the hair. swelling covers my hands, 
wrapping around each finger, curling around my knuckles. wrists, then 
elbows, then shoulders are covered in thick swelling. my eyes quiver 
and water, but the golden hair on the devil god’s chest never leaves my 
sight. and, just as as the shadow almost reaches total, the golden hair 
seems to extend toward my eye. it curls and flows towards me, tracing 
a path around the edge of the shadow just before the eclipse is full. it 
has entered my inner vision. all is dark, except for the single radiant 
hair. finally blinking, grabbing the thread with my eye, i pull into the 
darkness.

 Saint Conception, Holy Irpa, hear me if you will. take me and 
curdle me into the present. everything already is to you. help me 
curdle back into flesh. coagulate me, all-conceiving one. thus i prayed 
for an eternity until i awoke from my trial. the heaths were a gehenna 
of cold, and i was caked in blood, a clot laying on stone. after moving 
slightly, the lichens tickled my skin back to feeling. the pale sun shone 
bright but provided little warmth. i rose, put on my robes, and went to 
pick some milk thistle to commemorate my curdling. as i was scanning 



the horizon for a thicket or boulder that was hiding vegetation, my eye 
became sorely irritated. i blinked, made tears, and pulled out a long, 
coarse, golden hair. after Darling Conception was honored, the devil 
god would get their due. i looped the hair into one of my long-empty 
earring holes and tied it tight.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

the agony

 stooping down to gather the last of the saint’s thistle, i saw 
a plant of only petals, no thorns, all pink, all over. the whole body is 
a bud. smelling it, it’s unmistakably thistle. i pull it out by the root, 
taking care to not disturb the stalk-shaped flower. i hang the flower 
thistle root-first in my dwelling place and prepare the rest. click, 
click, click, goes my tongue in the purple night. i hear something in 
the scrub call back to my dry bones, clack, clack, clack. my bones are 
listening, my feet are walking. i am led to a column of stone, new to 
me, old to itself. too wide to be embraced. too massive to notice. it was 
to be my menhir. wide, all-encompassing mother. unmarked, smooth 
stone-face. the restful, all-dreaming one, the stone of somnolence. 

 this was my Hagia Ágnoia, a palace to the Holy Unknowing, its 
depth and external dimensions inverted into a internal monolith.

 i burn the saint’s thistle there and fall into reverie at the 
menhir’s monolithic compassion. i begin my lonely orgy to the stone, 
but i am soon joined by the devil god, who i brought along. the beast 



crystalline sleep. my eyes shut, and strawberry seeds appear against 
the light.

 here is my exquisition. every gland in my neck, arms, breasts, 
and stomach is pained. my organs are rocks. my skin is covering 
hard fruit. in days, my belly became full with spawn. putrid devil 
ichor seeped from my loins, and the hair cinched itself tight in my 
earlobe. several days after, a pregnant she-goat appeared on the heath, 
my woolly doppelgänger. she looked sore and suffering. in several 
weeks, she gave birth to a single kid and died thereof. taking rare pity, 
i held the writhing little beastie, and my own belly burst. washing 
myself how i could in melted snow, trying not to strangle the kid goat 
in my misery. after a span filled with inchoate cursing and fists on 
rock, i pushed out a wretched knot of curdled blood. i kicked it into the 

and i frolic. i pretend to 
gather herbs, gathering 
them in my invisible 
apron. the god played a 
shopkeeper and i was 
their customer. we dance 
and fight and tryst and 
fall into redemptive hands 
repeatedly, replaying the 
whole folly of existence. 
the dawn creeping, the 
stone calls me back from 
my devotions, back to 



fire and fell into inky deep undreaming sleep. i awoke to my breasts 
painfully hard and swollen with milk, the goat curled next to me. i 
nurse the kid for 8 weeks. in the daylight, looking at its parts, i noticed 
its sex shift depending on the angle. after it was weened, it left me, 
roaming and growing a herd.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

exorcising the demon from itself

 i see a form loping against the still-bright horizon. the air is full. 
a storm coming. i feel it signify, tingle my nostrils, writing itself out 
in the firmament. i turn to go back to my grotto. one flash, one snap. i 
hear the devil god in my ear. “that was its apotheosis,” they whisper. i 
walk out into the scattered drops, making my way towards the felled 
beast. it was struck by the bright bolt. rent asunder, part cooked, part 
charred, i decide to accept the beast’s mercy. i carve out the banquet 
with my small flint. with two hands and reverent thirst, i hold the 
lump to the sky for star blessing. deadening my senses, a spider’s web 
prayer spins from my tongue. eyes weaving, chest heaving, my teeth 
cry out in carnal pleasure, ripping flesh. gorged and bloody, i open my 
mouth in sour blessing, then fall to the ground.

 when i was younger i was a runehand to an old Erilaz named 
Rowan. they were a guest on this realm. our trip had been full of 
hwata looming over the moors, so we went to a völva they knew for 
guidance. nothing was right then. her hut reeked of valerian. a few 
days before i had seen the mark of True Death, though i didn’t know 



it. her name was Vegoia. the völva worshipped obscure gods, Wirth, 
Lethns, Nanna, the Goddess Who Heals Quickly, and Freya, but she was 
also acquainted with Irpa, the Divine Twins, and Nerthuz, who you 
well know. Erilaz Rowan set forth 
their plight. we had encountered 
two bodies bound and disfigured 
on the roadside. Calligraver 
Rowan’s runes were misbelieving 
and fickle, changed by unseen 
powers. listening, she nodded. 
it was difficult to accept her as 
human entity. she seemed gnarled 
beyond identity and wore a visard 
over her face of black velvet. 
finally, however, she grunted 
in understanding and tossed a 
handful of bhilena seeds into the 
fire and slipped into trance. her 
rattle of henbane seeds quivered 
erratically for the next few hours. 

 Erilaz Rowan departed. Vegoia had said, the pair bound to the 
stake were Rowan and myself. a new era was dawning, and with it 
brought famine, the Unreformed, and Vulgar Hegemon. i could sense 
my teacher’s resignation. their heart was like a stone deeply engraved. 
i remained with the seeress. she belonged to a sect that eventually 
became the early Unreformed. i began my devotions. i stopped writing 
in rock and started inscribing my spirit. i stayed with her until she 



died. that was year Regna 1260, probably before you were born.

 alone i wandered in constant worship. i served for a time as 
a hierodule under Abbess Ygg. the buzzing of lyre. its bull-shaped 
body. the smile of the woman playing. i learned to be a conduit to god 
for worshippers, letting my body’s boundaries wear thin. it was not 
always safe, even in the temple under Ygg, but it was holy work. one 
day Abbess Ygg handed me a goose egg and told me to break it over 
my head. goddess is the blaring horn too loud to hear, the glaring star 
too bright to see. the opposite of channeling the god into your flesh is 
casting it out another’s flesh. Abbess Ygg was to teach me exorcism. 
yolk over yolk, superimposed astral yellow. cleansings passing 
barriers between us.

 in my later wandering, i came upon a hog mad with demonic 
fire. despotic flame danced round in a malefic aura. entering the 
dispossession trance, i saw the cosmic pig hurl into the earth, 
penetrating deep into the underworld. its flesh, though burned and 
scarred, fed the hordes of souls for ages. time flushed by as they 
picked its celestial corpse clean, revealing obsidian bones. i was 
pulled to the labyrinth of its petrified intestines. i exited the maze of 
entrails and came to its dark ribs curving up into hell’s firmament. the 
demoniac was bursting in that bone karst. 

 the pig soul belched ergot and acid. the air burns and my pores 
begin to ache like so many stigmata. 



 my stigmata become spiracles and i inhale the terrible air. i 
visualize the round white. the bursting demon notices me. i breathe 
deep, mixing the fiery swine and binding its soul to the egg inside. 
my vision of hell’s firmament is bleached and fades to white. a squeal 
rouses me. my pores are seeping black blood. the cleansed pig fled. 
i am again holding that goose egg of Abbess Ygg’s. by manipulating 
the border of the astral egg, you can strain and exorcise a soul. shell, 
albumen, yolk. visualize your egg tooth, crack the door, cleanse the 
soul, bless the work.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

prayer for deep blood

i am tremor and terror. i am the snake. i am the bite. i am the 
blistering cold. i am become blather and rattle. i am become a side 
of a mountain, and rheum begins to flow out of me like groundwater. 
a myriad of stones rest under my side. the clattering of rock is long 
echoed in chambers deep below. i drop my awareness down into 
the pit. a vein of limestone dreaming snakes down into the earth’s 
night, no moss, benthic deep where large entities shamble without 
collision. many-dreamed goddess, holding preciousness in her mouth. 
all tenderness & eyes. tenderness becomes wet. eyes become seeds. 
sprouting concatenation, shapes entwining and twisting together. 
small fabrics weaving themselves with vigor, but never feverishness. 
twisting becomes petals. peeling back the petals reveals more petals, 
more eyes, more orthogonal visions. each bending sprout springs 
upward seeking the light, growing tall and rigid, gaining strength, 



twisting with the sun, defying wind, mending wounds, deepening, 
wintering, summering, gnarling into an elder clump. the colliding 
kaleidoscopic crannied visions ebbed and darkness consumed me.

 i made a prayer for blood. i hadn’t bled ever, nor had i any 
wish to. i burned a clutch of blood bracken and went in. yet the deep 
darkness there threatened to take me beyond embodiment, and it was 
not time. Mother Venus, drip the light on my tongue. trailing mirrored 
illumination, three drops of sanguine sun. i saw the world covered 
in a deluge of crimson. above, above, a ruddy disk covering the sun. 
everything was always happening. breathe a circle and you can make a 
sign. wait a holy eternity.

 you might have read the words ”sweet waters of sacred lands” 
or “the fragrant springs of the mother.” i have visited many sacred 
lands and tasted many holy waters. none of them have been sweet. i 
have worshiped at many fonts of the mother and inhaled the vapors 
there. none of them have been fragrant. the smell of brimstone, that 
is sacred. the ground was with me, back above the deep. the menhir 
is next to me, holding up the sky. i follow it to the firmament pierced 
with light glowing tyrian. holy brimstone lingers. following the smell, i 
came upon the earth bubbling sacred water from below. i pulled up my 
robes with one hand and squatted above the hot pool of water. with 
my other hand cupped, i washed myself with sulfur. i blessed my body 
with a series of sybaritic gestures, prayerful, ornate and impossible. i 
had long conserved outward display of piety, visualizing each motion 
for hours. this night i secreted each motion. i kissed the Living Water, 



but did not drink. when i was ready, i removed the devil golden hair 
from my earlobe and set it in the water. at first it writhed in pain, and 
then it wriggled into a crevice and disappeared.

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

soror seraphima verity arrives

 “there stands a menhir” were your only directions to me, i 
recall. “i have come in search of holy wells and tumuli.” i replied, 
“you’ll only find crumbling stones and this dusty old crone.”

 the first woman who came to my door requesting to be my 
acolyte died in the cold. i must have smelled like vinegar and dusty 
blood. if the monastics were smart, that’s how they’d tell you fools to 
find me. follow the vinegar and blood. after averting your gaze, you 
handed me an angular, wide-mouthed bell. my first prayer bell had 
long rusted through. it was buried with the goddess. this bell offering 
evoked covetousness in me, and reminded me of my humanity. i told 
you what i tell every aspirant, “go forth and fetch the sacrament. walk 
west until your legs hurt. you’ll see a herd of wild goats led by wiry old 
billy. follow them apace. look for their old dung and there you’ll find it. 
the sacrament bruises blue, just like me and you. pick four caps. then 
gather sweet grass from the edges of marshland for your flog. it grows 
next to the sinkhole filled with rain.”



you were unpossessed. i helped you uncover with your eyes the grave 
angel hanging lugubriously in the air, drooping down. its smile always 
melting but motionless. these were the last words you heard from me, 
“i am here. i am the one called the life cap, the teacher’s bell, the devil’s 
gumdrop, the goddess ceps, the bruised cube.”

 we enter the sun in its grand effulgence, bhilena growing from 
the ashes of the seer. in unity the solar and the lunar, the life cap 
growing from the moist magma, the mother’s unguent. 

 they are unknown to you, but the sun is marked with 

 i ought to have warned 
you of the demon named 
Goatshit that lurked in that 
sinkhole, but i wanted to 
season you. a being of fungal 
fancy, they are harmless, their 
only aim to tease and taunt 
passersby. you returned after 
a fortnight holding three (not 
four) caps. Goatshit had their 
fun. i took you with me, walking 
you through the amber cube 
visualizations, helping you 
submit to the bitter fungal spice 
filling your mouth and nose. 



epiphenomenal Dagaz (ᛞ), firmament in day, and the moon is reborn 
in Laukaz (ᛚ), the lakeborn leek.

 bhilena, crystalline mother who hunts the hunter. bhilena, 
miraculous ability of the mother. we turn to she whose lucid claws 
catch light and rend illusion. and in those tears the moon waxes and 
wanes simultaneously, dipping into the waters and rising down below. 
life caps 

the Divine Twins as one, they say “WE ARE SUMUS.”



᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

the darker vision

 Caves within caves, perception recessed from perception. with 
a simple gesture of the hand, you can perform a sweep of bitter mint 
and woody sage in your mind. waiting not for revelry, but instead 
growing an inner darkness floral and unfolding. be not seduced by 
the gleam and the gnawing grief. you must build your house of life 
because god is calling. calling out as the goddesses of time passing 
through us. they spin us, measure us, cut us, but that is not our end. 
there is a fourth Fate that also weaves us. weaved then worn, then we 
truly go. that is when the dead will flee their mausoleums, when the 
True Death arrives. that day the Blank One, who is consort of all the 
Fates, will reappear. 

 attributes slip off the Blank One like water. they radiate a 
sacred nothingness. names, qualities, and descriptions, they all defy 
themselves in trying to capture them. the Blank One is a door, but not 
a doorway. the Blank One is a consort, but not faithful. the Blank One, 
they are null but not void. 

 most high goddesses of fate, open your garden. you see a vista 
of trees full of raw flowers red like flayed horses. tread on the grass to 
your topaz destination.



᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

 soror seraphima, you awoke two days later to the sounds 
of pilgrims approaching. my wildness was rarely disturbed, so you 
could hear them miles away scourging themselves and chanting 
performatively. nightfall rose and it was light out. i recall awaking 
from my first vision and rubbing my hands over her eyes and beak, 
vulva and belly button. i prayed to her my mother god lick away the 
coverings over my eyes. i wanted nothing to do with showing after 
that. now she hovers, that ageless embalmed mother, offering balm to 

my souls. after that, i buried my stone 
Nerthuz. she’s out there in the dirt, 
owl-eyed and heavy with life.

 but i suppose showing can be 
of use, especially for what is hidden. 
when i met the pilgrims, i recited 
some parts from Saint Ecstasia’s 
Aphorisms, “the sun is a finite 
inferno.” they seemed satisfied and 

left their gifts of incense and tuberose oil. you were still somewhat 
bleached from the ecstasy, eyes like dull carnelian. i took the group to 
the stone in the scrublands. i chanted out the unseen liturgy of dots 
and lines carved on the rock, ending with Ecstasia’s paradox of the 
god’s dissolving rope.

 after the pilgrims departed, you described a small god from 



your vision. “i saw a goddess gathering fluff for her bed. she pulled up 
dried flax and hay. she accidentally grabbed a tuft of vegetal rabbit, 
which wriggled out of her grasp and ran away. that cottony coney dug 
a hole to hide, but the goddess turned ran down after. the goddess 
turned into water and filled the hole, but the rabbit dug a chamber up 
to hide. then she turned to fire to smoke the rabbit out. however, being 
made of nothing more than plant fluff, the rabbit burned up. ever after 
that, she always slept in austerity on the ground.”

 the being you saw, that was the Small Goddess, who long ago 
was revered the Ale Mother, Alu. She all-encompassing and beyond 
comprehension. she kept the people’s cups full of the sacrament, and 
the people were a conduit for her flush love. however, fate ordained 
that as people’s lives grew shorter, so would all the giants’ stature. 
being a giant, the Ale Mother was gradually occulted by the much-
happening world, and her worship waned. she was too small for eyes, 
and so were many of her troll kin. after that, many of her believers 
were “in ealuscerwen,” or in want of ale pouring. however, her powers 
did not less, and her small deeds still reaped wider consequence. she 
is loving. she is too small to see but sees all. our wee mother is great.

 before she was too small to see, Alu guarded the larder in 
heaven. she poured out the ale, sliced cheese, counted the eggs, and 
weighed the meal. one day, the Ale Mother was measuring ale for a 
valkyrie, when the valkyrie laid her hand upon the jug, causing more 
than was due to be poured out. it is well known that all things are 
meted out in due amounts and that imbalance soon becomes balance. 



without hesitation, the Ale Mother crouched down and hoisted the 
valkyrie up over her shoulder, and let forth a great wind into her nose. 
the warrior’s face trembled in disgust, and she called out to her three 
familiars, serpent, wolf, and crane. the three beasts leapt to ransack 
the larder. The serpent sought to swallow the Ale Mother’s eggs, the 
crane her ground meal, and the wolf her cheese. Ale Mother grabbed 
the snake, caught the crane, but the wolf tried to sneak between her 
legs. as was her nature, Alu loved to drink flagon after flagon of ale, so 
she was always ready to take a piss. so she relaxed and rained down 
on the wolf. in the end, the valkyrie and her familiars got the extra ale. 
and that is also why wet dogs smell like piss. “ask for ale (lathu alu, 



ᛚᚨᚦᚢ ᚨᛚᚢ) and be thankful however you receive it.”

᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ ᛭ 

 
 let me share with you the annunciation. this vision was 
revealed across many solstices here in my short-grassed wasteland. 
the sacrament is saint ecstasia made flesh, a removal from the stasis 
of the self made there-ness. annunciation is a quivering like topaz 
jelly. first the eyes project forth as two spears, my body following. the 
sky boils and belches a twisting wind. i see five individual grains set 
before me, arrayed in the sun. one is yellow, another blue. the third 
is green, the next is red. the last one is pink. these occulted elements, 
they cannot be ground into meal. 

yellow the first, bhilena, henbane, mantic vinegar vision.

blue the second, spore of the life cap, eidolon of prismatic mercy.

green the third, nettle, bitter and braining, prickled nourishment.

red the fourth, blood bracken, caller of deep wounds.

pink the fifth, curdled thistle, milk dripping from Saint Ecstasia’s 

stigmata.

each one an egg with potent yolk.

sand here. my view is full, making me heady and volatile. everything is 
neutralized. 

 i witness a being of pure albumen, the egg-white goddess, 
Ágnotokos, the mother of unknowing. she gestures to the pool at 



her left. a blue crab emerges from the pool, emanating healing airs. 
she gestures to the pool at her right. a crab with a stinger-tipped tail 
emerges, reeking of decay.

 looking down at my loins, i am laying the world egg. i write 
upon the sand with it, this egg that’s becoming. writing with the soft 
egg on the coarse sand.

 i turn my gaze to the horizon, an ashen sky stained with cobalt. 
a branch of lightning grows and strikes itself crisscrossing down into 
the anti-firmament. Nerthuz suspires into me the cold growth and 



returns me to the heath of my unbecoming. i can see my grotto, my 
monolith. i can see me now and i can see you, Sister Seraphima. we, 
each of us, stuck in stasis. i saw before me a cross crucified. a cairn 
topples. it is my own Hagia Ágnoia. the mother shows me that stone, 
the rock, my geas. keep your eyes on me, sister. the rock, my geas, the 
stone said, “my body is broken for you.” look here. look. that stone, 
it is broken not as by chipping or chisel, but by soft flesh fingers 
scratching cipher runes and charms. my stone’s body will be broken 
by we who engrave it until there is none left. every letter a rocky scar 
that is smooth, written in softness. the rock, my geas, says, “my body is 
broken for you.”

by the sign of the star, Wynn St. Thalia. 
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